
The Main Processes of the Finnish Social Science Data Archive and The OAIS Model

Negotiates submission agreement
and prepares the submission

[Negotiate submission agreement]

Submits the dataset and signs
the Deposit agreement

Processes and curates the data [Generate AIP], assures the quality [Audit submission] and describes the dataset [Generate
Descriptive info]

Not included in OAIS model

Ingest

Administration

Data Management

Archival Storage

Preservation Planning

Access

Combination of Functional Entities

[OAIS functions are mentioned inside square brackets]

Takes charge of the transfer and
receives submission (SIP) [Receive

submission]

Signs access application; consent for
the processing of personal data; terms

and conditions of Aila Data Service;
Access conditions of individual

datasets and General terms and
conditions of data use

Downloads the dataset
(DIP)

Assists with the data curation and
data description and accepts them

SIP = Submission Information Package
AIP = Archival Information Package
DIP = Dissemination Information Package

Documents information on the
SIP and data producer in TIIPII

database

Virus scanning and
technical checking of SIP

[Quality Assurance]

Transfer SIP to secure
temporary storage [Quality

assurance]

Transfers files of AIP (including descriptive
information) to secure long term preservation

storage allocated to FSD. Documents the
processing and the files of the AIP and DIP
(including descriptive information) in TIIPII

database [Co-ordinate Updates]

Checks that SIP has
agreed contents [Audit

Submission]

Aila Data Service Data Catalogue  [Co-ordinate Access Activities; Deliver Response]

Updates AIP (and DIP) when
needed [Archival Information

Update]

Receives notice

Processes the data including
anonymisation, removal of idenfiers and

minimisation

Monthly meetings where one
recently processed dataset is
inspected and best practices

shared

Spot checks of
processed
datasets

Checks if conditions are fulfilled
and permits dissemination of the

DIP [Activate requests]

Registers with Haka
Identity Federation

credentials or separate
application

Customer service

Follows detailed instructions
(Internal Manual) on data
processing and description

Listens to customer needs
[Monitor Designated

Community]Information and
customer service

[Customer service]

Monitors data downloads
in Aila Data Service

Consumer

Technical Services

Producer

Pre-Ingest Services

Data Ingest and User Services

Preservation Planning Team

Keeps records of
downloads

Submits the agreement on
personal data processing.

Informs about the obligatoriness of
the agreement on personal data
processing and sends the form.

Identifies suitable dataset and
stores its information in TIIPII.

Emails through TIIPII or calls the
producer. Stores contacts in TIIPII.

Starts the process and contacts FSD
with interest in archiving. OR
Responds and agrees to data

archiving.

Aila Data Service

Tampere University ICT Services

Stores customer contacts
in TIIPII

Produces detailed study
and variable level

descriptions

Sends reminders of the
obligation to notify FSD

about publications

Informs FSD about the
publications in which the
downloaded dataset is

used

Stores the information on the
publication in TIIPII database

Monitors storage media and when necessary
replaces storage media of AIPs [Replace

media]

Ensures that technological solutions are
up-to-date [Monitor technology]

Transfers back-ups to
physically different premises
than the originals [Disaster

recovery]

Calculate checksums to ensure
data integrity [Error checking]

Controls very restricted physical
access to physical data center

[Physical Access Control]

Establishes standards and
policies used at FSD [Establish

Standards and Policies]

Controls restricted physical
access to the premises of the

archive [Physical Access Control]

Plans long term preservation [Develop
Preservation Strategies and Standards;

Develop Packaging Designs & Migration
plans]

Is responsible for long term
preservation and the

Archives Formation Plan

Data management [Generate Report;
Perform Queries; Receive Database

Updates; Administer Database]

Manages System Configuration
[Manage System Configuration]

Calculates checksums to
ensure data integrity

[Error checking]

Ensures that technological solutions are up-to-date
[Monitor technology] and follows the technical needs of

the customers [Monitor Designated Community]

Transfers back-ups to
physically different premises

than the originals (CSC)
[Disaster recovery]

Has information on the files forming
the AIP and DIP and generates /

provides AIP and DIP. [Provide Data;
Generate AIP; Generate DIP]

Ensures long-term
preservation [Receive

data]

Monitors storage media and when necessary
replaces storage media of AIPs [Replace

media]

Ensures that technological solutions are up-to-date
[Monitor technology]

Transfers back-ups to
physically different premises
than the originals [Disaster

recovery]

Calculates checksums to
ensure data integrity [Error

checking]

Controls very restricted physical
access to physical data center

[Physical Access Control]

National digital preservation service (CSC – IT Center for 
Science)

Software development
e.g. Aila & TIIPII

Manages storage hierarchy
and information security
issues [Manage storage

hierarcy]

Administration and
maintenance of virtual

servers

Administration and
maintenance of physical servers

and workstations

Deletes the original data
files after DIP and AIP

generation

Submits data

Asks to accept data and its description

DIP

Submission received notice Accepts data and its description

Negotiates submission
agreement


